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Lucian’s eyes brightened at the sight. “Not bad! From the looks of it, your sword is an ultimate-grade
spiritual tool? Tsk tsk tsk…this sword will be mine soon. By then, you’ll be helping me raise my
strength significantly!”

Having said that, Lucian similarly channeled his Chi into the sword in his hand and struck out at jackie.

“Howling Wolf Strike!”

Along with the sword strike, a giant wolf formed from condensed Chi appeared before him. After the
giant wolf’s appearance, it gave off a strong and vicious aura. It let out a bone-chilling howl and then
immediately charged straight toward jackie.

“Burning Chop!”

Faced with the ferocious attack, jackie did not dare let his guard down and immediately executed his
Burning Chop technique. His fireball-like attack rushed forth along with a long tail dragged behind it
like a meteor.

“How can someone at the fourth-grade ultimate god level execute such a powerful attack?”

Lucian was shocked when he saw jackie’s attack. That was because vibrations from jackie’s attack were
able to match that of his own.

Boom!

A thunderous boom exploded forth. In the next instant, jackie’s attack managed to completely negate
his opponent’s attack, much to the surprise of those watching

“No way! He blocked the attack!”

Helena was also worried if jackie would be a match for his opponent in the beginning as their power
levels were too far apart.

However, jackie went beyond their expectations and managed to block the opponent’s attack. It
proved that jackie’s fighting prowess was quite equally matched with his foe.

Moreover, she knew the technique jackie executed was not his strongest technique yet.

At that moment, Daniella had also joined Helena’s side after killing a few enemies. She smiled at
Helena. “Big Sister, you don’t know how strong this guy is. Yesterday, he just killed a sixth-grade
ultimate god level disciple from the Bloodshed Clan with ease. Even if he can’t kill this guy in the
seventh-grade ultimate god-level, it would be impossible for the opponent to kill him.”

Having said that, she looked toward the battle on the other side and said, “That’s right. Father and the
rest are also quite powerful. They’re basically experts in the third-grade ultimate god-level. The
remaining disciples from the Bloodshed Clan will be taken care of very soon!”



Helena looked around and noticed that only a few of the twenty-over disciples from the Bloodshed
Clan were left.

“How did you guys train? How did they get to the third-grade ultimate god-level? Moreover, jackie’s
strength has skyrocketed to the fourth-grade ultimate god-level. That’s just too fast!” Helena quickly
asked Daniella after her sudden realization.

“Hehe, try guessing!”

Daniella tried to remain mysterious and put on a sweet smile on her face.

“Tell me quickly! It’s impossible for me to guess!” Helena could not help but roll her eyes at Daniella.

“jackie is already a third-grade intermediate alchemist!” Daniella said with a huge grin on her face.
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